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Pilgrimage
AS WE COME into dock the boat shudders. Jet skiers ride the leading
edge of the ferry’s wake, cutting inwards to the centre of the back
wash. They turn in midair, submerging in the rough edges of wave. I
keep count to see how many surface, before going to the foot passenger exit.
My husband Martin and I were that active. Sometimes I let myself remember. Now I can sit for hours. I will look at the clock and
it will be evening. Back then I might have preferred to stay at home
on weekends too. I was good with my hands. We had a house that
required modernisation but ended up getting tradesmen in. Martin’s
time cost twice as much as theirs. I understood the logic, but never the
reasoning. When we had a boundary dispute Martin drove in stakes.
The neighbour tore them out. Martin called the land registry. A letter
came to say he was right.
‘I never argue unless I am.’
We rarely argued. Maybe our children knew this, tolerating outdoor pursuits as something we should enjoy. It did keep us together
as a family. It was good for us. But often one or other of them would
turn to me and say:
‘Tell him to let us go home now. Please.’
Some years ago I sat in front of a woman to seek help by sharing
this kind of detail. When I couldn’t ﬁnd words, she asked:
‘Are you lost in it? The story?’
*
At Fishguard I ﬁnd the café just off the road to St David’s. John chose
it. It doesn’t get ferry passengers. I know he would meet me at the
dock but I walk to shake off the feelings of the boat. There is a moment when we pull back from Rosslare that I hope never to see it
again, then a moment when I step off at Fishguard when I want to be
back in Rosslare.
I pass the grander houses of Fishguard built to take Victorians

who took the sea air. Martin and I sold our version of these in Wexford
town, making a proﬁt from the renovations others did on our behalf.
We got out before the economic fall.
On the walk up to the café I think this might be the year I don’t
want food and don’t want to see him. Seeing John has the same effect
each time. I feel nauseous in the seconds before I open the café door.
As soon as I lay eyes on him I settle into a calm.
‘Susan,’ he stands up and holds both of my hands with warmth
and no pressure. The lady behind the counter has a different apron but
the skirt is the same one she had on last year. Her tablecloths are still
blue and lemon check. I breathe a sigh of relief that she got rid of the
artiﬁcial ﬂowers. Those things empty me out.
It’s always the same. I think I am never going to eat the scones
and tea and jam. I eat the lot. I haven’t an appetite at any other time.
I know I’m speaking because I’m hearing John’s replies. Whatever I’m saying mostly I am noticing the changes in him in the intervening year. He has gone greyer, his shoulders are still the kind that
jackets and sleeves ride up on, leaving his wrists bare. There’s a light
patch of skin on his left one. He’s removed his watch. Last year he
kept glancing at it. I thought all of that day this would be our last time.
As I was leaving again he took my hands and his palm skin felt
like rocks. His work must be hard. I don’t know what he does. I know
he stopped driving for a living. What does anyone do? I never think to
ask about jobs anymore.
‘I’ll be here next year,’ he told me then.
And he is. And it’s the same feeling: his body not ﬁtting his
clothes, his lined and kind face, the way he holds quiet until I come
through with words. People don’t give me long enough. My words
aren’t close.
‘How’s Martin, still working hard?’ He always asks one question about
him. ‘Tireless.’ Suddenly I can hear myself again. Martin’s name still
makes me try harder. I know he’s doing well, even though I no longer
know him.
‘You’re looking good Susan,’ The only lie John ever tells. I see
myself in windows sometimes. My eyes are too big for my face. I
don’t keep mirrors. Other people’s fragile inner ghost is hidden; mine
has become who I am. I reach into my rucksack.

‘They’re beautiful.’ He takes them from me, considers both. This
year’s colours are deep skies close to night. I used yellow thread as
a contrast, running a shoal of swimming stars and it’s this you notice
ﬁrst, but the depth comes from the darkness pushing the light. I spend
the hours I can’t sleep weaving, then unravelling and weaving again.
My mind is soft and sometimes I can’t see them anymore. My ﬁngers
reach a better understanding of my children. I’ve used woollens for
the ﬁrst time from their jumpers. I didn’t know how to use them before
this year; the colours in them were so dark. Then the skies that were in
their minds came to me. I’ve tried to give them those again.
The year I ﬁrst brought tapestries John put his face in his hands
for a long time. But when he looked up his eyes were dry. Later I wrote
him a letter. I had no wish to put you into any further distress. I used to
be good with my hands. He wrote back reassuring me. Later I also got
a letter from John’s wife. I had no right to put him through this. Did I
see what I was doing to her and their children? Did I see?
The following year after receiving their separate letters I changed the
date to my children’s shared birthday, catching a taxi from the port.
John was waiting for me at the holy wellspring.
‘How did you know I’d be here today?’
‘I’ve been every day this month. I’d knew they were May children. Did you bring any more of the cloths? I can tie them for you.’
I’ve let him ever since. He ties them among the other votive rags
hanging on the branches, each representing a wish or a longing. Then
we drink water so cold it would make you faint, so new to the air it
has the taste of soil in it. Water the saints drank to replenish their tired
souls and give the tired people who followed them new purpose in its
blessing.
I’ve come on their birthday ever since. He tells his wife he is
working and she’s chosen to believe him.
*
There is no more tea in the pot. I hug the last drop. The café owner has
a habit of ignoring me and talking to John when he pays. They chat in
Welsh. It sounds like a song poem to me. All that language. It’s comforting that I don’t understand and am not required to join in.

‘Ready?’ He puts my rucksack into the backseat. They’re there.
Fresh, fragrant and dying. They empty me out. I want to ask him not
to bring them, but he is so good.
We drive along the old pilgrim route into St David’s, a tiny place
made a city by its sacred reputation, past the Cathedral which at this
time is chiming for prayer. For thousands of years people have walked
this way, carrying sunset shells to indicate hope that once their prayers
reached the city shadows would fall behind them. The shells were
left in holy wells. This area is full of them, dedicated to many saints.
Fragments still surface today of shells cast and cloths tied to branches
when a pilgrimage here was worth the same as travelling to Rome. A
tapestry of broken people and their long dreams, woven over thousands of years. The well of St Non’s, mother of David, is on the city
outskirts. When she was pregnant she had a vision and ﬂed to Brittany
to raise him, dying there because she could not go home and watch her
son fall on hard times. She raised him to his own choices.
We go to her statue and I hold her weeping hands, their plaster
bubbling with the effect of winter storms. I take off the snails crawling up her robes and across her face looking for shelter from the salt
winds. The water by her feet speaks asking to be drunk. I do so, after
John has given my offerings; braided from all that is left, from the
clothes that had no time to become memories. There is never a trace
of the tapestries I left last year so I like to think Sean and Leah collect
their emblems from the branches and carry them to where they are
now. People have been tying cloths here for so long. There has to be
a reason.
Then I can sit here for hours, without moving. Sometimes I will
look at my watch and ﬁnd it’s evening, John still beside me.
‘Ready?’ He asks only when I move.
After St Non’s Well I can only think of being in that place. As we
drive, I know it’s right to leave the tapestries with her. I weave what
they might be in a new life. This road, to Caerfai Bay, is where they
lost all they might be in this one. A laneway that cars struggle to pass
on. Hedges on high banks obscure the sea view and stoned ﬁelds. Still.
Even after all that death. I see the tree again.

Martin, Sean, Leah and Susan. We were on holiday. The expectancies.
The bickering. The constant noise from the children they were. I want
to wince, to ﬂinch, to pack too much for days that were too full as
Martin pushed for strong memories that made our lives justiﬁable.
The tears grow cold on my cheeks they are so slow to come. I am free
to feel pain. I become the mother I was: rubbing her face with stress,
chastising children. I start to see them. We park near the ﬁeld gate.
John opens it. I am looking at the cold sky. John takes his bouquet
from the back seat.
There are times when I feel I was never a mother at all. I would
not know what to do now. I would have to learn all over again. Behind
the hedging John has placed my quartz boulder by a thin wellspring,
one not governed by a presiding saint. My heart is grey-veined now,
as stone as this is stone.
Martin and I had meant to stand it in the garden we never landscaped. In Wales you can’t make roadside memorials. I never thought
I would want one. I used to think of them as garish. But Sean and
Leah are here more than anywhere. When I returned home after their
death, when the house was stone in its silence without them, I sat in
the garden with my back against this rock and did my grieving. And
after a year of that it had become my heart. And I could only leave my
heart in one place.
I wrote to John and asked if he could have it placed if I had it
shipped? He made all the arrangements. The farmer who has a second
gate to his ﬁeld, where my car crashed into his hedging, agreed to let
us put it there, once it was not marked in any way and not seen from
the road.
Now it stands with a hidden meaning in a landscape littered with
such things. But those stones are granite. This quartz, it speaks for the
children they were and the place they came from. For millennia Wexford quartz has been brought to holy waters by means of worship. I am
part of what is known as St David’s Stream, the pilgrims who put their
pain and hope into the waters. But I have left all of mine here.
As John places the ﬂowers in cellophane among the wildﬂowers
of Pembrokeshire I think again they are as misplaced as he is in his
formal clothes. I know I am also alien. Pilgrims don’t belong. They
leave their prayers and take their story with them. I am lost in mine.
I do not exist without this event. For one day a year when John and I
mourn together the children he and I killed.

I don’t come on their death day. That will always be a month earlier.
John is singing a Welsh hymn. Outside this time I know he is
a good man who lives for music. I have no more details and don’t
want them. I never ask him what the words mean. I just listen. Your
life gathers around things that went wrong, things that shouldn’t have
happened, things with if attached to them.
Martin had his work and all its occupation. Sean and Leah had each
other in closeness beyond anything I’ve known. I felt alone in my
family. It was as if they all knew they were going to leave me in the
end. If I had been less willing to please, or more willing to please. If
I had been more myself. If I hadn’t given the children the choice of
getting out of canoeing on a damp day, on an angry sea. If I hadn’t
been a creature of compromise even when I fought with my husband,
promising to pick him up when the other canoeists were driving back
on a shuttle bus.
The days were damp, sleeping in a tent was excruciating. Sean
and Leah were laughing when I told their father I was not going on the
water because we’d slept in it. I snapped at them I would never go on
a family holiday again. They said I said that every year.
‘I can still hear it,’ John has ﬁnished singing, speaking to me with cut
eyes of blue. I know he’s waiting for me to answer, but I’m seeing it
all again. I’m seeing him without grey hair, slighter built, less crags on
his large forehead, his eyes less blue and wider. As he was ten years
ago.
I’m seeing Sean and Leah, me turning to chastise them out of
their bickering. John was coming in the opposite direction. And he met
me, not concentrating, head turned. Nowhere for him to go. Nowhere
for us to go. The hedging was too high. Sean and Leah screaming. The
tree just watching.
I can still picture Martin canoeing on the swollen sea, being right.
John and I are united in the sound of collision. It leaves you deaf
to other sounds. It can only be described as the roar you hear in dreams

sometimes. I heard my collar bones snap and the roof cave into my
head just behind my ear, like someone starting up a chainsaw.
Then a silence broken only with a snipping circular cry. Sean’s
Gameboy insisting on attention. The children making none. They
were not yet eleven. That was next month. There was a long time
waiting looking at the cold sky before they gouged me out. I feel there
were hands pulling me out. I feel they were John’s hands. But he was
already in an ambulance.
*
On the ferry this morning I met a woman with a small baby, a toddler
and a pushchair. I didn’t take the boy’s hand on the staircase, I took the
pushchair instead. I am not capable of certain acts: driving, keeping
company, holding the golden hands of other children.
Martin buried ours without me. I got home to ﬁnd their grave
full of fresh cut bouquets that had withered and some gaudy artiﬁcial
ﬂowers. I stared at their shared birthday and death date on the wooden
cross and I couldn’t relate to this squared plot holding my children’s
remains.
‘There is no necessity to visit where they died. You’re only visiting your own guilt.’ Martin only argued when he was right.
So I went alone on their ﬁrst anniversary.
John was there with his bouquet of ﬂowers. I understand roadside
memorials now. This is where the last breath happened. I wish it had
taken mine too. Each year I hope my breath will stop, but it continues.
‘Ready to go,’ I say it to John though I could stay there with him every
day until I ﬁnally die.
It’s a silent journey back to Fishguard. John drops me to the dock and I
don’t look back or I’d never leave. On the ferry home I watch mothers
wince at prices and the noise of their children. I have not seen Martin
for eight years. He sent me e-mails and cards at one time. That has
stopped.
There was only one occasion I stayed in Wales overnight. John
wrote beforehand to tell me about a concert at St David’s Cathedral.
Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tallis by Vaughan Williams: I know
it will move you and hearing it has been of beneﬁt to me.

I am not capable of certain acts and don’t enjoy the disappointments I
create. But he never put any other request. I thought I could help him
by pretending it helped me.
The Fantasia caught all the whispers of all despair, heard and
held by the medieval stone. It caught mine. I saw the children watching me, in the time where they came to an end and I came to an end. I
wanted to turn to John and ask him why have you brought me to this?
But I saw Martin’s face in the music suddenly. I saw his struggle not
to hate me. When I woke in the hospital he was by my bedside, having
already been to the morgue.
‘The driver of the van says it’s his fault.’
I told him what he most hates to hear. So he took my children
home and buried them without me. While I recovered in the Welsh
hospital I had one visitor, who kept me company each day, for one
hour. We spoke of nothing. We sat together. It was the ﬁrst of the remembering.
Then in one great note the music took us out of the pain to the
dreaming. I saw the chaos of the world made serene by the distance a
sky provides. I watched my children, lifted off the suffering road into
the skies in their minds.
I thirst for a chance to catch sight of them as adult beings, progressing into futures, taking on burdens. I walk with their loss as mine.
It is a loss I cannot put down. I listened to the music holding their lost
souls and felt mine held too.
John turned in the long silent moment after the music and gave
me the mourning in his eyes. It has made them bluer. He takes me to
the well each year because he doesn’t want me to get lost in the story.
He says he will always visit Sean and Leah, but he hopes one day I
won’t have to, that their memory will be enough. That my life will
bring more.
These are its remains. I live each year for one day. I ask myself if
John disappeared would I make the same pilgrimage? It means more
with his presence. We shared the darkest moment and we continue to
share it. For one day I am not silent.
On all others I want to tell every mother I meet I was one too.
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Digging with Words
In April we cannot see sunflowers in France,
so we say the sunflowers do not exist. But the local farmers
have already planted thousands of seeds, and when they look
at the bare hills, they may be able to see the sunflowers already.
The sunflowers are there. They lack only the conditions of sun,
heat, rain, and July. Just because we cannot see them
does not mean that they do not exist.
Thich Nhat Hanh

BOOKS ARE GROWN, not written. They need a seasonal approach.
If you are subject to the Irish weather, as I am, you meet four seasons
in a day sometimes. This is confusing, weather wise and writer wise.
‘Have patience in your life with everything that is unresolved.’
Rainer Maria Rilke wrote. Editing is having the patience to work with
the shoots. It’s all the work the sunﬂower farmers can do, once the
seed is planted.
The most important thing to remember is that editing only enhances any project and no project happens without a signiﬁcant degree
of editing. That is why you must never send a ﬁrst draft of anything to
a prospective agent or editor until you are highly experienced. Even
then you must have a trusting and ongoing relationship with an editor/
agent to do such a thing.
The best writers are the ones who draft and redraft. There are
some who would say it is the true art of the creative writer. Anne Lamott even goes as far as to call one chapter of Bird by Bird, ‘Shitty First
Drafts.’ Most books require drafts. A ﬁrst draft of anything is raw material; it has to be reﬁned to make it stand out, to make want to make
an agent or editor pick up the phone.
First draft, the seeds go into the ground. But this is too linear for
the work we are at here. If a writer is voices, then the ﬁrst draft would
not make for good sunﬂower planting. This is the wild horse draft. It
goes off on tangents, it is free.

First redrafting and the sunﬂower farming comes into play. We are
watering, we are wait, and at the ﬁrst sign of shoots, we weed the
drills. We space out the plants by removing the places too many are
growing. We are shaping, honing, cutting. We are growing, fostering,
witnessing the words.
Shaping and constructive drafting is when the ﬂowers to come are
hidden, but the growth is here, all above ground. It will be time to
start looking at the details, to see which ones are rising in importance,
which ones no longer make sense because of the drafting process.
Read ALOUD. Read ALOUD. Read ALOUD. Did I mention you
should read ALOUD?
Final drafting as the ﬂowers have risen high now. The work of keeping the crop has been long, but every visit to the ﬁeld produces new
evidence that you are about to yield new life to your Every draft improves even when you feel you have gone blind looking at it. Remember you slave to make it look like it is simply there, so it is effortless
for a reader to join your story. You will feel tired, but you will have
freed your story from your mind and it has become something in itself.
Always an achievement.
‘But no one can see it until you have gone over it again and again
until you have communicated the emotion, the sights and the sounds
to the reader, by the time you have complete this the words will not make
sense to you as you read them, so many times have you reread them.’
Hemingway

Perfectionism kills writing. Write. Shape. Send. This is the process.
The harvesting of sunﬂowers brings new crops. The seeds of the future fall from the ﬂower. They are not just things of beauty. They feed,
provide oil and recreate themselves. This is where we learn editing is
as creative and engaging a process as writing. This is where we take
our impulse and we create something in the hand instead of the eye.
A story.

We see the story in a reader’s life. I believe editing, which I engaged
with as much as writing has to be done on a physical page from time
to time. I can and do edit on screen, but print off to evaluate.
Why do we edit on a page?
Because it is also a way of measuring physically what is going on. Ten
pages to get from a bus stop to a house door are easier to see in hard
copy than on screen. It provides you with the next point.
Overall view
How is this moving my story forward? This is the question to ask
about each aspect you have included. Remember not to mix big edits
with small. Remember not to spend hours editing the previous day’s
work if you can avoid it. It wrecks continuity to keep stopping and
starting on the same part of a story.
This is particularly true of long forms – novels and memoir - and
you will ﬁnd it hard to leave the ﬁrst ﬁve chapters. Read on, mark up
a new section every day - story from further on will give you details
and tension to drop into earlier, more hesitant scenes. This is the huge
beneﬁt of allowing progress into your editing processes. It won’t be as
perfect as you hope to get it, but it will be happening.
The important thing is get a ﬁrst draft. Something to work from,
editing all the time when the voice is growing is like giving a fast car
to a learner driver. We don’t know how to control the vehicle yet. Keep
it organic, creative, in process. When the draft is in your hands, as it
came out, here is how to do it once you’ve done something to edit:
Summarise. A helpful process is to sit down with a pen and do a
very short summary of each chapter once you’ve ﬁnished your ﬁrst
draft. Each chapter of a longer story, each paragraph of a feature or
short story. Then you can look at the overview and make sure each
component moves the work along steadily. So many people ﬁnd themselves ﬂoundering around a little in the middle with no idea where
they’re going. This is a diagram of your story. Not the story itself, but
a clothes line. The words are your washing. We have moved a little
away from sunﬂowers.

Prune. If working on ﬁction of any kind or biography, the writer can
put the ﬁnished script aside for a month and then go back and re-read
it. When doing so they should keep their eyes peeled for superﬂuities. Cut anything that’s not actually doing something within the story.
You’ll ﬁnd usually there are a number of scenes and characters, which
are, unfortunately, unnecessary.
Set agendas. Different texts require different treatments. A ﬁrst approach, as above, can be to summarise your text when it’s in ﬁrst draft.
It allows you to see if all the chapters or story strands are necessary.
Read for character then. Look at how much they speak by scanning
for quote marks. Ask yourself if you have adequately described them.
Look for where you might expand or retract on their internal processing. Have you used the passive voice with them when they interact
with others? Look at viewpoint. Do you have this clearly established
or is it still a case of “He stood up. She sat down.”
See the pleasure. For me it’s like big clean ups of your house, or
dumping old clothes out of the wardrobe. You feel less burdened when
you throw out the typos, the bad grammar, the repeated phrases, the
stock ideas, the extraneous character, the tangent sentences.
Before submission get opinion. The more experienced you are the
more you will know this is true.
Never despair. The core may be there. The writing may be there, but
the structure may be not. Do not despair over this kind of feedback.
It does mean you’re almost there, but you need to redraft. The most
seasoned authors redraft before being told.
Don’t lose your story. It is possible in hearing criticism, or in reading
your work, that you go crazy with red pen or delete keys. Don’t give
up and don’t take on board opinions that don’t sit with you. Seriously.
From anyone.

Read objectively. Just as you would anyone else’s book. Turn down
Inner Critic FM. It’s no helping. This is why the rest period between
writing and redrafting is advised so often. It allows you to place perspective. It might help to think, that this is no longer just your own,
this is something you want someone to read. The umbilicus is cut. It’s
an entity outside of you, rather than part of your internal existence.
Consider the key questions. Who What When Where Why and How
- and if you cannot answer all the questions in your story you have
more work to do.
Don’t mix edits. Did I say this before? Yes! Here it is again. Successful writers still make errors in trying to rush their editing process. If
you have to restructure then do that. Go over it again for continuity.
Go over it again for sense. Go over it again for spelling and grammar.
If you try to do it all at once you’ll sweat over each paragraph. For the
big edits look at re working sections, moving things around, changing
the point of view, looking for gaps in the plot and so on. I got this advice from some source which I found useful:
See what you have not yet seen. Read through you work to see what
elements recur. Could you make use of these on a metaphorical or
symbolic level? What would happen if you shifted the point of view to
third person from ﬁrst? Would you create more suspense by moving a
section later in the story?
If you’re working on a computer, copy your story to a new ﬁle,
then try out anything that occurs to you as possibly having a good
result. If you don’t like the changes you made, you’ve still got the
original draft. Experiment all you like without having to worry that
you’ll mess up the story.
The ﬁeld rests a while, after harvest. Then the work of other harvests is prepared for. Keep digging, keeping digging for your words.
‘Between my ﬁnger and my thumb
The squat pen rests.
I’ll dig with it.’
Seamus Heaney
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Fear and Time
Writing is Life.
It is expression, it is reﬂection, and it is an entirely personal meditation upon existence. You have decided to download this workbook,
because you have some fears around it– in which case welcome. This
means you are the same as every other writer you have ever read or
ever met, and all the ones you haven’t. All authors, no matter how
successful, how experienced, or how published, feel fear and feel lost.
If you are open to being free to write, you are also open to loss.
What this workbook contains can work with you, but not for you. You
are the conduit of your own imaginative process. I can offer triggers,
but you can offer real response to your own, precious individuality
and the manner in which you have chosen to express it creatively –
through the word.
Fear pervades each part of our existence. We live in a critical
world. Survival is no longer the issue so happiness has become the
Holy Grail. If we could accept what is, recognise what is offered, we
would be better served and be better servants in turn, to our creative
self and to our communities of family, friends, society.
‘Accept everything about yourself--I mean everything. You are you
and that is the beginning and the end--no apologies, no regrets.’
Clark Moustakas

This acceptance brings great pleasure and also great sacriﬁce. Lately
I have come to think about these two words that have been most misused. SACRIFICE and PLEASURE are part of this process. This process concerns them, along with the two most prevalent excuses I hear
from people on why they don’t write despite their desire to - FEAR
and TIME. All the excuses boil down to these. I am too worried.
I have no time. You cannot separate one from the other. People try.

A friend works in schools with young people who don’t have a mattress to sleep on and are up half the night with drug addicted parents.
But they come to school because they receive praise there and it’s safe.
They also pass exams. For them homework clubs are a refuge, not a
prison. They are afraid all the time, their leisure hours are chewed
up by anxiety. They still succeed. It’s not just because education gets
them out of this vortex.
It’s because the immediate environment, away from home, gives
them hope. Engage with writing, move outside your immediate environment, into your enlarged consciousness, your creative self, and you
receive hope.
So let’s look for a moment at what you have to give up.
To be yourself, entirely yourself, to pursue the invisible as a writer has to do, you must sacriﬁce a lot. What? Approbation in the ﬁrst
instance. You are going to gain a lot more understanding for what you
do if you are a professional in, or very passionate about, something
visible.
So your words, the hidden part of you, are not always supported
in the external world. Until it is published, or shared in a gathering,
writing is invisible. It is a thing that takes you into quiet corners in
your homes or outside your homes. It is a thing that takes you away
from the physical into a world just as real, but not as recognisable. A
world of your own.
‘The questions which one asks oneself begin, at last, to illuminate the world,
and becomes one’s key to the experience of others. One can only face in
others what one can face in oneself. On this confrontation depends the
measure of our wisdom and compassion.’

James Baldwin

An illuminated world, as James Baldwin describes, is available to you
through meeting your fear, not head on, as that is too vigorous a battle
for daily engagement, but through a compassionate and loving understanding towards you, the writer and ﬁghter. The world is illuminated
by you and those visible only to you, your characters. Trusting in its

existence is trusting in the admission that this time you take, this precious time, from all the precious people who want you to share with
them, is spent with people they can never see and never meet.
No matter how brilliant a writer you are, you are the only one who
truly knows your story and your characters. Readers, listeners, even
viewers have a different image to yours. Yours is the truth, the other
interpretations can only come close.
And this is where the loneliness lies. This is where the fear lies.
You must trust yourself to produce your secret thoughts, your secret
longings. You must trust even more to share them. You must trust even
more again to share them with strangers, you must continue to trust
if people offer opinions on the work you shared. If strangers offer
opinions that are harsh it can curl you into a foetal ball. If they offer
plaudits they can seize you up. The work itself is what matters. Only
the words matter in the end. Only the words should matter from the
beginning.
The sacriﬁce of committing to the invisible is the uncertainty.
There are no ﬁrst class honours; there is only the next story. Your
imagination is your transport and your destination and if you decide
not to trust what it gives you, if you judge it without kindness, it will
evade you. It will be Brigadoon and appear only when necessary and
appropriate, at intervals over many years, before vanishing if you do
not take up the task.
The commitment to the writing is the alchemical journey which
starts with intention, brings explosives, and leaves you in landscape
decimated by the pockmarks of attempt. The self who longs to write
is different to the self which writes as an action. Writer is a verb, not a
noun. When it becomes a verb in your life the action becomes familiar
and loses the tint of dream it once had. It brings other dreams. It brings
nightmares and all the way along the voices say, ‘There is not enough
time for this.’ And the fear agrees. And the writing stops. Even for the
most successful. It stops from time to time. It waits for all the advantages of perspective, and courage to rise above fear of what others
might think, to rise again.
The worst and best things are to win approval for it and then to
lose it. Approval is seasonal. Think of approval as strawberries, only
around for summer. Think of the act of writing as something that must

be done for the seasons when the sun does not shine as brightly or with
as much warmth. You change as you write. You have an idea, it transmutes over a years, it becomes more than what you thought but you
will think of it, by times, as less, or too different, or much better when
it was a wish in a glass case on a top shelf, unstained by ﬁnger prints,
not shattered, but pristine, virginal and unknowable, since it existed
behind something else. The mirror of your own longings. Nothing
tangible. A viewed chalice, never touched or drunk from.
‘Writing is a lonely occupation at best. Of course there are stimulating
and even happy associations with friends and colleagues, but during
the actual work of creation the writer cuts himself off from all others
and confronts his subject alone.’
Rachel Carson

If you are brave, if you are brave enough to continue, you engage in
such an interesting and potentially promising conversation. The trust
in the unknown brings change to the known. You let the characters
come with you back to the breeze block clad realities. You keep them
secret and close and they form and inform you. You have changed.
You will never be what you called yourself as those parameters lie in
the past when your longing was not practice. Your only plan now is of
being more present to what matters, to the ideas you are creating and
the new self you are journeying towards, and this one will probably
be even more different from the self of the past. But you will still feel
out of sorts. That is to do with external considerations meeting internal
requirements which are as time goes on become more vastly relevant
than the practical occupations of living.
This is Good Sacriﬁce. You have chosen the madness of the uncreated. There is a huge fear in this. There is then the excuse of No Time.
When you make this excuse you eat, drink, sleep, party, tidy, mend,
drive, work, churn out the million excuses from penury to heart surgery. Anything but go back there, where there is no end, where nothing
is real, where the endless stories clamour like released prisoners.

Unfortunately you soon realise your parole, excuse driven and focusing on your time starvation, is a prison in itself. The stories don’t
leave, the lines don’t stop coming, the characters suggest themselves
and insinuate until you might as well write about them as have them
hurt your leisure hours.
Nothing but writing sates the writing instinct. Nothing. It gives
rise to pleasure. Good Pleasure. A sense that something is in hand and
outcomes don’t need to be determined, because process and longing
are conversing. There is joy in this. Better than heroin is this joy.
Bad Sacriﬁce is when you decide to Put the Children First, Put
your Job First, Put the relatives who are ill First. They need to be
looked after, but they need you to look after your own creative instinct.
They need you put them ﬁrst, but the writing must come alongside the
requirements and travel with them. One can inform the other and does.
The struggle between longing and the loss of stamina needed to
make time and deal with fear gives rise to avoidance, to Bad Pleasures – this is a sense of entitlement gone to extreme. Creativity needs
watering, not drowning. Bad Pleasure is extra everything but writing.
Drink all the wine when the book is done. Eat all the cakes. See all the
friends when it’s done. Do all those things in little bits when you are
on the way to your end. But don’t lose yourself in distracting pleasure
because what you want is so far away, too far away to tell when it will
ever come here.
Too terrifying in not being here yet and, equally, too terrifying in
being here. `The only way to answer the fear is work. The only question not to ask is, ‘What’s going to happen?’
You don’t know. The book won’t rest though. You’ll silence yourself if you forget it wanted you. Sometimes good people have to say
goodbye to this vocation, as they are taken away by time to do something else. Here is the secret. They never can. They will hanker and
one day it will arrive through a back door again. No true writer makes
peace with not writing. Some true people decide there are other things.
They go after those and the creative need is met elsewhere. But if you
are in my sessions beyond one year then you want it, you want expression. You want the life words can give you. No certainties.

‘You are free and that is why you are lost.’
Franz Kafka

I can write about fear, because I am full of it. And I have managed to
work as a writer all my working life. I need words. I need words on
a page as much as I need water. If I don’t write I thirst. If you think
after being here you are going to stop struggling I am terribly sorry.
Nothing worth having comes easy. Inspiration is the manna we all
seek and when we have it is in our human nature to doubt it. Doubts
can become friends, allies, or at the very least old familiars who we
recognise as teachers.
Nothing about writing or life is perfect.
Everything about writing and life is perfect.
I hope you have come to today’s work, with an opening mind, the
propensity to work hard and support yourself. I respectfully ask that
we give voice and opportunity to the quiet inside us, that we keep our
ears open for opportunities to encourage others as well as ourselves,
with anything that may come to us.
Today we look at fear and dream realisation with a combination
of exercises which focus on the practical and the inner, the strategies
necessary and the feelings that require examination.
Let’s begin, with the ﬁrst of our exercises.

One Word
Tell me about your fear. In one word. Describe its sensation in one
word. Do not defer or deter. Face it right now.
If you list multiple words, each on a single line, then go back and keep
only the most important three.
Then face the list again, and choose only one.
We are shaping your fear, offering you an objective insight.

Five Main Fears in Writing
1. The Idea and its Execution – where to begin? The difference
between wanting to write and wanting to be a writer. How do you
tell a good idea from a bad idea? Take your one word, apply it to
the idea you wish to write. What is this word saying to you?
Let’s give you an example.
Useless. If I am ‘useless’ I don’t know to begin. The idea is either
too good for my uselessness or bad because I, a useless person,
came up with it.
2. Solitary Nature of the Writing Path – company of self. Unplugging. Removing distractions. Getting used to silence and solitude.
If I am ‘useless’, I am in the company of a ‘useless’ individual.
3. Fear of Work in Progress – emergence as prospect, from bedroom
to bookshelf. Writing with the review page in mind is not a clean
act. It is a fearful one. This is the difference between ﬁrst and ﬁnal
draft. Each is a stage and must be respected.
As a ‘useless’ person I have published nothing, or fear the fact
I must do it all again. I am not only afraid, I am judging the writer
I am before the challenge is even faced.
4. Shaping Drafts. Coping with the one critic who is always there.
The difference between damaging and editing.
The ‘useless’ writer is even worse when they get to the editing,
because they will have to approach their work critically.
5. Criticism and Rejection. How do we keep writing when we’ve
been told we should stop?
We know that no one is born thinking they are ‘useless,’ but if they
have been told they are, then it is conﬁrmed by outward rejections.

Do you see how your own internal critic, your own fear, now objectiﬁed, makes all the stages of writing life, so much harder? Underneath the word ‘useless’ exists the dream. Whatever word you chose,
you wore concrete shoes walking through the obstacles of writing and
publication. The stages above are from the writer’s life, from idea to
submission.
The word you chose, out of the many, is manifestation of a single entity, the fear of not being good enough.
Exercise the right to reply to your fear now.

Please answer this vital question:
who do you need to be good enough for?

You now, in your own unique response, the personiﬁcation
of you fear, be it a teacher, fellow author, reviewer or editor.
Your fear has a name, a face, and you have to have a
conversation which empowers you with that face.

Think now of yourself as an advocate for the writer in you.
Bring yourself to a meeting as a friend of that writer.
Hear the critic across a table. Respond, on behalf of
that friend, to the critic over the table.

Five Main Routes in Overcoming Fear
Do you see how your own internal critic, your own fear, now objectiﬁed, makes all the stages of writing life, so much harder? Underneath the word ‘useless’ exists the dream. Whatever word you chose,
you wore concrete shoes walking through the obstacles of writing and
publication. The stages above are from the writer’s life, from idea to
submission.
1. Creation of Creative Time - through a spread sheet or circle
chart. Build writing into your life. Silent moments. Candle. Space.
2. Creation of Appreciative Community - support systems of a
local author group. Play – do things creative but not applicable to
words.
3. Allow First Drafts the Room to Grow - your ﬁrst draft contains
the nature of your inspiration. Don’t shred it or dismiss it, shape it
with the compassion you would show the work of another.
4. Reduce Background Noise - your internal critic should not be
your most vocal character. The more time you spend with your
imagined and remembered characters the quieter the critic will be.
You can’t edit at a Metallica concert. Turn down the noise. Listen
to the quiet voice.
5. Decisions and Decision Making – what good submission is all
about. Find a supportive editing system before sending out work.
This is either an editing professional or a group if you can’t afford
one or a friend if you don’t have a group. Let four eyes minimum
see your manuscript prior to any submission. They will be in your
corner if rejections come, they will applaud if the acceptance arrives. This is all part of our obligation to keep going despite what
might appear to be failure. Failure is a stage. That you had something visible to send is success in itself.

Five Main Reasons Why Writers Stop Writing
Comparison
James Joyce already wrote Ulysses. What can I do? My own work is
rubbish compared to such and such….this is a self destructive process.
Everyone’s voice is individual so no one can write in the style of another. People reject their own voice, that’s too simple a way to write.
But the complexity comes in staying true to your voice, then readers
of it will say: ‘I could never write like that.’ Comparison is not as
damaging as the next reason, which some misguided individuals have
become prey to:
Competition
Just because another writer won a prize or found someone to publish them, doesn’t mean you cannot. In writing life there occasionally,
thankfully not often, exists an individual whose reason for being there
is to tell you how good they are. They can, in the worst cases, go as far
as telling you how bad you are.
The truth is if you are comparing yourself to this person and responding to their competitive streak, then you have one of your own. It’s not
a crime. It can be dealt with patience and good humour and this - we
are all snails, travelling up a wall. Writing is a slow process beginning
and ending in different places. There is no race.
Competitors exist in beginner’s writing groups and right the way
through to many who review books. They never go away. With so
many wanting to write and few making it to publication there can be
a sense of that, but it is misguided. Everyone is in their own writing
room with themselves. No one else is writing the book.
Conﬁdence Issues
Who do you need to be good enough for? Come on snails! It’s hard
enough to get around with a house on your back, without putting on
an extension. This is the place where it all rests. You are judging the
work. You are judging it before it ever leaves your mind for a page.
Stop it. Stop it now. You have to realise you can only please your own
creativity.

Trying to Be More Clever
What is wrong with the voice you were given. Why does it have to
differ with the one you are creating? Thesaurus Happy. Again, you
write from your condition, not from Tolstoy’s or Yeats’ or whoever
you idolise. They can inspire, but you cannot be them because you are
you. At best it sounds inauthentic, and at worst, plagiarism.
Leaving the Cloister/Leaving the Dream
The work will change the minute you write the ﬁrst words. It will no
longer be what you hope to write about, so great, so brilliant, so you.
It will be you fully in that it will be outside of you and still remain in
you. It will meet your eyes instead of living behind them. Terrifying.
So we indulge in clever phrases at the expense of the sentence streaming in our viewﬁnder but rejected as being ‘too simple’, ‘too twee’,
‘too used’. Used by who?
To deal with all of this – do not let your creative heart be defeated.

Fearful Thoughts and their Making
To master your feelings you must know them. To know yourself you
must know your fears.

Desire
You have always wanted to write, you have discovered recently a
desire to write. The desire is so overwhelming you cannot perform the action. Why?
Dredging
You know even in beginning that you are risking.
You know that once you commit words to a page someone must
read them, even if the only person is you.
You have received criticism in the past and it can apply to this
new act, or this process you have already begun.
You are aware of how hard it is to be published.

The expression and the possible outcome seem impossible.
Someone once told you, that you were incapable.
Someone will always tell you that.
You dredge up past criticism, hampering present endeavour
through:
Damning
You feel negative about what you have written, or if you are not
at this stage, what you view as a foolish desire.
You may feel you come to this too late or too early, that you are
either too young to experience or too old to try.
You may feel a lack education and a reading life.
You are already aware of the hardships involved. What is the
point when even the good and great ones sell so little? What is
the reason for continuance?
There is so little time in your life that your time is better served
on more tangible projects with palpable results. So you turn
away. This is a quiet act and often people do not know about it,
but there is no getting away from the fact it is:
Destructive Behaviour
All three aspects of this fear response lead to you putting your
pen down. Comparing yourself to other writers. Deciding you is
not good enough. Writing remains a wish rather an act. Unfulfilled wishes oﬀer no relief.
Exercise
Why is writing sometimes a wish rather than an act in your life?
Follow this thought.

Triggers
Everyone owns a gun, and here are just some of the words you
use as bullets:
Selfish
● Stupid
● Dreamer
● Untalented
● Ordinary
●

A loser
● A fraud
● Idle/Lazy
● Boring
● Ill educated
●

Exercise
If you were sitting in front of an editor, right now, and they used
one of these words, in relation to your desire to write and what
you have produced, which word would devastate you more than
any other?
If an editor read my work and gave me an in-person critique,
saying they thought I was ................................................................................................................
I would stop writing.
Narrow it down to three, then two, then one word.
Fill in the blank. Now write the most important reason of all.
Why? Why does this word terrify you so much? What behaviour
do you use to avoid this word?

By the way if this ever does happen to you, you are entitled to
prove them wrong.

Core Feelings
At the end of a day where you have been defeated, where the
worst has happened, how is it that you feel?
Failure
Unloved
● Hopeless
● Worthless
● Outsider

Incompetent
Inadequate
● Powerless
● Unseen
● Broken

●

●

●

●

Again, we must imagine. This time it’s harder. This time we must
imagine the person we love most telling us that this is what we
are. Hone your list down to three words, then two, then one.

If the person I loved most, said they thought I was .......................................
that would be the worst thing in the world you could say to me.
When I want to avoid the prospect of being considered .............................
here are some of the things I do.

Fear and Intuition
There is a design malfunction in human beings. Our fear and
our intuition work from the same part of our psyche, the region
known as instinct. Our intuition is deep, when we are writers we
are among the more sensitive individuals on this planet. A thing
worth hiding in the West and worth celebrating in the East.
When we have heard too little in the way of encouragement
we do not receive praise as we should. We have what I visualise
as a giant tennis racket to bat away praise in order to stay comfortable with the crap. We deal with the critic we feel most comfortable with, the one inside our head. They know our buttons
and they press them.
Here’s the thing. You came here to turn that voice into something constructive. It can be used. Only in the right way.
There is a misperception that writers are not organised people.
They are generals. They fight a battle with the big guns of doubt
each day and they make space in that day for the magic known as
inspiration to find its way through a veritable minefield known
as modern living. We were better oﬀ by the fireside and with
the oral tradition. But we are not there anymore and the PC is a
friend, if only because it can spell better than most of us.
So let’s look at the net result of all this self examination. We
now know what makes us afraid; we have talked a little about
what can be done to overcome the fears. But the most important
thing is to do nothing until we have met someone. Ourselves.

Reaching the Source
Creativity is a wellspring; it is not, in the first instance, a river reaching the sea. Its beginning is much smaller and earlier.
Creativity needs quiet and contemplation to reach estuary status.
Creativity does not compete, it goes within to find its inspiration
and couples that with outward observation, to create pace, plot,
character and conversation. If you are in your flow you are in the
place we all need to be as writers. The only thing we need to observe is the rhythm and the way to establish that is to know your
essential nature. As a writer. As an individual.

Exercise
Here are the questions Who are you? What kind of person are you in your purest aspect? What do you need to do to get and stay in touch with your
essential nature? By that I mean the one who existed before environmental influence made you afraid of what you may always
have wanted.

What do you need to protect about your creativity? As you
take these actions, outside of this work, you are rising above the
fear of not being good enough. See these actions, now in your
mind, carry them out. Write a few lines about how you foresee
yourself carrying them out.

Take the risks that allow you to be true to yourself, not reckless
ones, but ones that put you out there, where we all should be,
without the benefit of avatar. Being true to yourself gives you the
inspiration and fuel to absorb the failures.
And continue.

The Good List
We have worked with the shadow side all session. Now let’s work
with what we all have, the attributes. This time, a sentence comes
first. You must pick one thing to finish this sentence, or just start
over again!
My essence, as writer and as an individual is that I have

This is not a wish list, the follow is a list of attributes we all have
in part or entirety.
Listening skills
● Observational powers
● Acceptance of condition
● Contentment with what you have
● Passion for what you do
● An ability to imagine
● An ability to be inspired
● A love of words
● Willingness to do the work which comes with them
● A sense you are on the right road
● An understanding you are learning – about your stories,
and yourself
●

Here is the beauty of this list. When you feel one, you feel all the
others. You work with the tools of inspiration, in the every day,
on the restless plains where little happens but what is inside you.
Bills get paid, tasks get completed and inspiration is fed, because
you have created, not only time, but sense and opportunity.

